Prefab Nuclear Plants Prove Just as Expensive
by Rebecca Smith
July 27, 2015 – Building nuclear reactors out of factory-produced modules was supposed to make their construction swifter and cheaper, leading to a new boom in nuclear energy.
But 2 U.S. sites where nuclear reactors are under construction have been hit with costly delays.  They have shaken faith in the new construction method and created problems concerning who will bear the added expense.
“Modular construction has not worked out to be the solution that the utilities promised,” said Robert B. Baker, an energy lawyer at Freeman Mathis & Gary LLP in Atlanta and former member of the Georgia Public Service Commission, the state utility authority.
The new building technique calls for fabricating big sections of plants in factories and then hauling them by rail to power-plant sites for final assembly.  The method was supposed to prevent a repeat of the notorious delays and cost overruns that marred the last nuclear construction cycle in the 1980s.
It hasn’t worked.  Georgia Power Co., a unit of Southern Co. that is building one of the nuclear power plants, reports that construction is 3 years behind schedule, although it is making steady progress.
“The promise of modular construction has yet to be seen,” said Joseph “Buzz” Miller, executive vice president of nuclear development for Georgia Power.  The Georgia plant’s delay will increase the project’s financing costs, potentially adding $319 annually to each residential bill, according to the public interest advocacy staff of the state utility commission.  The utility is seeking to recover $778 million in total added financing costs from vendors.  It hopes customer bills won’t rise more than 8% to pay for the plant.
Georgia Power expects to spend $7.5 billion for its 46% share in the Vogtle power plant, which is adding 2 nuclear reactors adjacent to an existing plant near Waynesboro, Ga.  That tab is $1.4 billion higher than the spending limit state regulators approved in 2009.
The cost of the V.C. Summer plant that South Carolina Electric & Gas Co. is building near Jenkinsville, S.C., now stands at $6.8 billion for the company’s 55% stake, up $1.1 billion from a 2012 estimate.  The company recently agreed to trim its profit margin on the project, if regulators approve a revised construction schedule and cost estimate.  The commission heard testimony last week but has yet to rule.
Both Georgia Power and South Carolina Electric & Gas are using reactor designs by Westinghouse Electric Co., which is a unit of Toshiba Corp. The utilities say one factor slowing the projects is long wait times for key components from the primary equipment vendor, Chicago Bridge & Iron Co. , and CB&I’s subcontractors.
Stephen Byrne, president of South Carolina Electric & Gas, recently told investors his company is in discussions with Westinghouse and CB&I about the cost overruns and who will bear the burden.  Utilities want those added costs to be shared, getting vendors to pay for some of the added expense.  But vendors are examining the claims.  “We feel that there’s an opportunity for a settlement in the future,” he said.
Westinghouse said it is working through issues with its new nuclear reactor design that have hampered construction, but believes the modular building method will be vindicated as more reactors get built in China and around the globe.
Jeff Lyash, president of CB&I’s power business, said it has been hard to find skilled employees to work on the nuclear reactors and find components.  That is because the new plants essentially require the company to revive an entire manufacturing base that hasn’t existed for decades.  Since the last major construction cycle in the 1980s, a small number of vendors have only served a replacement-parts market.
Each reactor requires 2,000 modules that must be built to precise specifications and must meet stringent quality requirements of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Mr. Lyash said.
“The quality we’re getting now is very good,” he said, adding that CB&I has 240 inspectors and engineers focused on quality control at its main factory in Lake Charles, La., and smaller factories operated by 8 U.S. subcontractors.
Less than 40% of the reactor modules have been delivered to plant sites so far, but the construction process should speed up, Mr. Lyash said.  The biggest reactor modules weigh up to 2.2 million pounds apiece and stand several stories high.  Once those massive units are in place, more people will be able to work simultaneously, accelerating the time it takes to build each reactor.
South Carolina Electric & Gas earlier this month reached a major milestone, installing the big module that will contain one of 2 reactors.
U.S. utilities proposed building more than 2 dozen reactors 5 years ago, before the shale-gas revolution drove down the price of natural gas and made plants that burn gas a more attractive option for the power industry.  Last month, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission said it was folding a division to manage construction of new reactors back into the division from which it was pulled a few years ago, acknowledging a nuclear renaissance hasn’t materialized.
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